CAMSS20EX8
CONTAINERIZED DEPLOYMENT KITCHEN SHELTER

COMPACT & EFFICIENT
The CAMSS20EX8 Containerized Deployment Kitchen (CDK) Shelter is designed for immediate
worldwide deployment and measures 20’ wide by 8’ long and 7’ tall at the eaves. Weighing in at
under 400 pounds, the CDK Shelter is designed with maximum portability in mind while
remaining a complete system that is quick to assemble. The CDK is the first kitchen to hit the front
lines until more extensive facilities can be established, and as such it is engineered to be set up by
two personnel in less than 20 minutes without sacrificing the high quality standards that we set for
our entire product line.

READY FOR DUTY
Once in the process of set up, the CDK Shelter easily attaches to the end of a CDK by utilizing
existing Velcro straps. The opening in the shelter wall fits around the serving line window and
personnel door on the CDK endwall, while a rain flap attaches the shelter wall to the roof of the
CDK to create a weatherproof connection. The shelter is ruggedized with high-strength aluminum
and Mil-Spec fabric, guaranteeing to protect serving line operations through harsh and variable
weather conditions. The CAMSS20EX8 has been engineered and rigorously tested to support a
20-pound snow load and withstand a 100 mph wind load.

NUMEROUS FEATURES
The CDK Shelter is equipped with two windows in the endwall to
fully allow for natural lighting. Three double zippered doors are
included (one in the endwall, and one on each side of the shelter) to
make the CAMSS20EX8 as accessible as possible. The Extreme
Weather Kit and High Wind Kit come standard with this model, and
the well-fitted cover assists in controlling the internal environment
from extremes of -25 to 125 degrees Fahrenheit with a full solar
load. Optional add-on items include CAMSS Corridors (for
interconnection with other shelters), hard personnel doors, and an
electric kit with lights and outlets.

QUOTES & ORDERING
Available for commercial as well as
military users.
Available on GSA Contract and DLA
GSA Contract No. 47QSWA21D0004
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